FOREWARD
I once chatted with a very prominent jazz musician who stated that he didn’t believe in practicing
jazz! I don’t agree with this, but there are a few exceptions such as geniuses like himself.
He plays great jazz because he has grown up listening to it, and these influences come out naturally
when he plays.
Us “mere mortals” also have what we have listened to locked away in our subconscious, but how do
we draw it out? (But first and foremost, we must have listened to stuff, and lots of it!!).
Don’t ever believe that any jazz player is totally unique and can be responsible for “inventing” a
style. Michael Brecker’s modern style would have been assisted by extensive listening to the likes of
Coltrane, and Parker. Parker and Coltrane would’ve continued on from the 40’s style of the likes of
Johnny Hodges and Benny Carter. They would’ve been influenced by the advancements of Coleman
Hawkins, who probably grew up listening to Sidney Bechet. Bechet would’ve grown up with
Dixieland, of which players themselves grew up with marches and so on. My point is, don’t try and
“re-invent the wheel”!
Do what the greats have done for the last hundred years – take some licks that you like, play them
over and over, and them develop them to make them your own.
Now that seems easy when you put it like that, but it isn’t. If it were, everyone that put their hand to
jazz would be amazing. It takes a structured and disciplined practice method.

“Jazz Improv – The Fundamentals” is a method that will point you in the right direction. It is
designed firstly to take away they “mystery” of some common chord changes, and then to give you a
comfort and working knowledge of them. On the book’s completion (assuming the guidelines
below have been followed), you should be able to solo comfortably around the 12 bar blues in two
keys, and be somewhat prepared if you are confronted with other improve situations. Just be
mindful that this is a start to jazz playing – don’t feel ready to take on the world just yet!

Jazz players talk of a “vocab”, which is their own built up library of jazz licks that they use for soloing.
We won’t be starting with Coltrane licks, nor Bechet. We will be using small “motifs” to get you used
to some of the building blocks of jazz lines, and have you play them over various chord changes to
start to build your vocab, as well as to develop your knowledge of chords, and the use of your ear.
These lines will develop throughout this series of books. There are also exercises requiring you to
play nothing but notes from the chord in a solo. This is a proven method to improve accuracy by the
soloist. Then there are some small lines to learn for a bit of fun, and also to load into your sub
conscience for down the track.
Please follow these guidelines to achieve the most from this method:
!

Practice at least 25-30 min. per day. (on top of at least a good warm up and some
technique!)

!

Repetition is vital. Even when you’ve got it down, keep doing it.

!

Don’t leave a unit behind once you’ve moved on. Keep coming back to the old ones to
reinforce them into the back of the mind, which will help the ideas come out in your soloing
later.

!

Once you are comfortable with the exercises, don’t be afraid to modify the patterns
rhythmically, or to add a few notes to the end. (But not too much!) This is how you start to
make them “yours”.

!

Take note of the articulation provided. Style is as important as the lines that you are playing.

!

Take advantage of the supplement pages at the end of the book. These are to challenge the
brain a bit further by using the lines over some additional chords.

!

Be patient. Too many players rush their development and it shows. Stick to the method and
trust in it!
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